
RPA Vs. Conversational Process Automation
With the growing technology trends, businesses are going beyond traditional RPA and adopting 
AI technologies to create a better and more delightful workplace experience for customers and 

employees. The way AI comes into center stage for enterprises it would be hard in the near future 
to imagine RPA without AI. Let's get rolled and understand what makes them different apart.

RPA is a software technology that 
makes it easy to build, deploy, and 
build software robots that emulate 
human actions interacting with 
digital system and software.

As per McKinsey, around 30% 
of automatable process can 
be powered by Conversational 
AI technology for better 
process & customer serviceRobotic Process Automation 

is forecast to grow 13.4 
billion US dollar by 2030

Robotic Process
Automation (RPA)

Conversational process automation is 
the process of integrating AI 
technologies for building end-to-end 
engagements. CPA understand user 
intent, context, and process the most 
repetitive inquires. 

Conversational Process
Automation (CPA)

Where do
you implement

these?

» Data extraction and processing
» Scheduling business processes
    and tracking status
» Report formation and aggregation
» Account creation and configuration

» Streamlining demand and supply
» Fraud detection
» Customer segmentation
» Customer experience
» Data security 
» Personalization
» Image recognition

Conversational Process AutomationRPA

Benefits

Focuses on 
user-centric 
processes

Enhances decision 
making for significant 
customer experience

Minimizes response 
time with faster 

data access

Constantly learn 
with each 
interaction

Conversational
Process

Automation

Explore AutomationEdge’s RPA Explore AutomationEdge’s Conversational AI

Improves efficiency 
to generate higher 

savings and ROI

Automates manual 
backend workflows 

and IT work

RPA

Lowers the process 
cost with faster real 
time insights

Focuses on 
process 
automation

Interesting
Facts

Robotic Process Automation Conversational Process AutomationVs.

Characteristics

Process-centric
and bottom-up

Customer-centric
and top downApproach

Governed by structured
data input

Governed by free form structured,
semi-structured, and unstructured data inputInput

Repetitive, rule-based
and predictive

Any user-centric process via phone, voice
interface, messages, text, email and web

Type of Business
Process

Back office, and
administrative process

User-centric business process such as IT process,
HR functions, customer interaction bot

Typical Business
Use Cases

Only chatbot
involvement 

Omnichannel support- web, voice, chat,
SMS, messaging, and email

Communication
Channel

Exchange of real-time
information with customers

Drives the next best actions by leveraging
Natural Language Processing technologiesExchange

Non-adaptive
in nature

Constantly Learn by leveraging
technology like ML and AIAdaptability

Business process
automation Transforms business operationsImpact

Limited or no interaction
beyond what’s scanned

Autonomously manages real time conversations
for personalized customer experienceInteraction


